
Konstant Ranked #6 Among Best React Native
Development Companies 2018
Breaking into the top 15, Konstant is not
limited to improving just what top React
Native Development Companies have to
offer!

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, November 27, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Decoding the “de
facto” of best react native development
companies globally, Konstant has yet
again established strategic primacy in
its backyard. It has for long yearned to
offer the best by putting its learning to
constructive use (projects done in past
and current). Streamlining its efforts
and yet pursuing its priorities
simultaneously, Konstant has cleared
barricades by proving that tall tales
shall always triumph.

If someone asks, "Can you tell me in
simple words about this victory?" Here
it goes:

Having spent more than 1 year in React
Native development, two major
projects Foodgroup and Kaman are to
be deployed by end of 2018.

The reason to select react native for
our potential projects lies somewhere
in the list below:

• React Native promises to create
applications for different platforms
simultaneously
• It enhances native UI Experience
• No compilation is required with Hot
Reloading 
• React Native has Virtual Browser Dom
for UI
• It makes use of Native framework on
demand
• It comes with Flexbox for styling the
user interface and various widgets and
animations

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.konstantinfo.com/react-native-app-development


• As it is a hybrid framework,
applications built in react native can be
deployed both in android as well as
iOS.

In a recent listing by Mobile App Daily,
a global research firm that showcase
the latest updates in the mobile
industry, Konstant ranked 6th from
among 15 top react native
development companies. Undoubtedly
mobile applications are the backbone
of smartphones, and apps have
changed a lot with the current trends
for smartphone software recently.
Adding an exceptional feature to make
it highly functional or making the
interface user-friendly or interactive
seems easy but have to be handled
carefully considering customer
satisfaction. With the increase in the
number of gadgets, the introduction of
augmented reality to make the user interface interactive, use of machine learning to make
personalized offers, the popularity of mobile transactions, an increase in the number of Android
and iOS users, smartphone trend will continue to grow. And as react native is a cross-platform
app development framework, developers will continue making service applications.

Konstant has been making huge efforts, and striving to add new features like IoT, ML and cloud
storages, all working together in all miseries and joys, covering every aspect big or small of
mobile app development and achieving milestones periodically!
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